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About This Game

Description

In the year 20XX, an army of yokai equipped with the latest technology and weaponry attack the human population and spread
chaos across every corner of the globe! To fight against the mechanized monsters, a squadron of five girls with special powers

have been assembled. The only way to end the invasion is to enter subspace and destroy the yokai commanders! Master the
Spirit Arms to defeat the evil yokai and restore peace to the world!

Features

 Zero-Gravity Exploration and Shooting

 Weapon Recoil-Driven Movement - Propel yourself through zero-gravity with every shot!

 Five Unique Spirit Arms - Each with a primary and secondary fire.

 Classic Retro Inspired Challenge - Primary fire consumes HP. Labyrinthine stages. No revives.

 Maidens in Space! (And Other Places) - Six varied areas, each with multiple branching paths.
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This game is hot garbage. Literally the control scheme is super dumb. The characters have 0 depth and personality. And above
all else it turned me gay.. The uninstall button doesnt even work for this game. If you're not red then you're dead. The pixel art
creates a familiar game style as well as a clean and beautiful design. It's easy to grasp the basics, yet the detailed physics engine,
creative stages and lots of diversity in enemies and friends show how much thought went into the creation of this game. The
game is easy to get into and play for short amounts of time but has a lot of depth and complexity to explore that make you play
it over and over again. There's lots of ship customizability that makes the game accessible to different playing styles - you can
play fast and action-packed, slow and calculated, or luck of the draw by stocking up on weapons that allow you to run around in
a confused panic and then deploy all your ammunition at once. The amount of variation between the different ships and types of
levels allows for all sorts of challenges, and the ability to save up and unlock new options means that you never get stuck doing
the same thing over and over with no progress.

Also, the game has a lot of style. Both the graphics and music are really captivating. There's a wide variety of ships, weapons,
and enemies to interact with. If you feel like tutorials are for chumps you can get pretty far just by ramming into your enemies
(and fist-bumping your friends). If you like figuring out the intricacies of a game there's a lot to explore here, from critical hits
to reflecting lasers off of inanimate objects and shields to creating your own levels. If you despise fighting and just like drawing
cool contrail patterns, you can usually pull that off too. Your onboard computer, who narrates much of the game, has plenty of
snaky comments to make when you fail. The allies you can acquire will have conversations with each other, making it fun to
gather different groups together. Sometimes, there are biscuitfish, which are like biscuit-shaped cuttlefish. They float around in
packs and trill and cycle through the colors of the rainbow. I don't understand them but they make satisfying sounds if you blow
them up.

I would definitely recommend this game! It's well worth the price and a great game to come back to again and again.. i bought
this game 3 years ago and it was awesome. i had my computer wiped, so i bought it again a few months ago and was severely
disapointed. Instead of matchmaking, it had servers, which i absolutely hate and out of the 400 lobbys, there was only one,
nuketown 24/7. absolute garbage. i recommend getting a PC or bootcamp and play the other one. DO NOT BUY. good addition
to the game just waiting for the london addon
. I liked the first Yesterday game, but this one was a disappointment. The controls were annoying on PC, and the story,
characters and voice acting seriously flawed.

I appreciate the idea of the game, and it certainly has its moments, but for me it felt like I was just waiting the game to finish so
I could be done with it.. I follwed this game since first version has been released on IOS device.
This Game is made me Happy everytime i played.
I Hope you will add more interesting function maybe Versus Online mode or Ranking.
Fine Don't Forget to follow my channel ! https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCObQHMmfkJbJaqcSuH-
dXFA?view_as=subscriber
I'll video about MUSYNX !. Its not a really well done game and really boring.. This product is useless, I bought it as PlayClaw
was suposed to be supported with Ambibox (Ambibox allows me to use my Ambilights with videogames).

I contacted the support and was first told:
"Unfortunately, PlayClaw 5 doesn't support Ambibox."

When I asked for a refund I received the following:
"Previous versions of PlayClaw did this (even in trial mode), current version doesn't support Ambibox.
We do not claim Ambibox support as feature for current version."

As it turns out, this software is useless for my usecase and I can't get a refund trough steam because PlayClaw was running in the
background for the past few days and as such I have 10 hours of use, which is more than 2 hours of usage from the steam
policy.

I don't recommend PlayClaw because:

Constantly shows as running in Steam for your friends (When PlayClaw runs in the background).
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Doesn't support Ambibox anymore.

Support team doesn't help to find a solution and doesn't provide refunds.

There are free alternatives for recording (e.g. recording functionality build into Windows 10 creators update, the AMD
and Nvidia drivers and MSI Afterburner)
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The horse riding was quite cool, but the frequent crashes, bad acting and dialouge result in a medicore experience.. Very nice
game... But there are a lot of fights.. You cant even chill for a sec bcs someone will kill ya... BUt graphics are very nice, I like
that.. It really worths. Little bit more difficult, but much better than 2.. i think this game would have been worth continuing. it's
a shame it's been abandoned...
i like the game, especially because it's not as hard and not as focused on endless combat as similar city building games, but more
on getting your city to work (without it being regularly destroyed by enemies...)

Since it IS abandoned, i can only comment on the current status without much hope for changes:
there are bugs that are making it too frustrating to recommend, that probably won't go away if the developers have given up
(like population stagnating / dying out faster than reproducing, and not being able to continue a game as free play after the
campaign has ended... - both making the amount of progress you can make very limited, and all you can do is start over or keep
playing without changes happening to your village...

i'm still playing this game, but mainly because i've not found a similar alternative on linux steam. (the one downside the ever-
praised Banished seems to have - it's windows only.). Original game with a classy black & white esthetic, live actors and an
intringuing investigation.. A great way to support the devs, plus the music is absolutely amazing! Thank you so much Team
Nekojishi, as cliche as it sounds, this game has done a lot for me. I doubt my story is interesting to anyone, but Nekojishi has
actually helped me a lot with coming to terms with being gay. Personally, I live in an accepting enviornment, but my family is
the one thing that kinda kept a constant fear on me, plus stereotypes. It may be stupid, but Laio felt sincere and very relatable,
and this simple story kinda helped me come to terms with that I'm not a dissapointment (entirely), or a bad person. It, really did
help me a lot. I wish I could do a lot more to help, just thinking about this game has me in tears. I really mean it from the
bottom of my heart when I say thank you. Now I'm extremely happy with my boyfriend of 7 or 8 months :)
PS: Shu-Chi will always be best boy <3. It's better than earlier games by Jetdogs Studios. The graphics are nice and the story is
somewhat ok. Only you're in need to use the hint system way to often because the game lets you totally in the dark what to do
next.

But the one big problem is that I couldn't finish it, because it bugs out right before the end, so i don't get the ending sequence,
only a big black screen when I try to leave the labour at the end of the game. I can read about the ending in the ingame
cluebook, but i can't see it.

Sooo ... Thumbs down.. Severely limited ammo and respawning enemies was the part of System Shock 2 I hated.

The setting is supposed to be funny, I just find it very depressing.

I love roguelikes, I love FTL, I love System Shock, I quite like Borderlands 2, I like stealth games, but somehow this game
seems to take all my least favourite parts of those games and combine all them all into something I actually am not enjoying
playing at all. Even a little bit.

On paper, I should love this game, and I really *really* want to like it. But I'm just not having fun.

edit: To expand a bit, because it's bothering me:

For me, a roguelike means each game is a single run, you have to start again from scratch when you die, there is a wide variety
of weapons\/tools and a wide variety of enemies with different characteristics. You have to make the best of what equipment
you happen to find. You get further in the game because of your own accumulated knowledge and experience about each type
of enemy and each weapon, so that when you stumble into that situation again you know how to react to it with the tools at your
disposal.

For example FTL, which I have 227 hours in at time of writing, or Nuclear Throne (119) .

All that, and it's a shooter rather than an RPG? And sci-fi themed? AND with FTL inspired procedurally generated levels? That
would be pretty close to my ideal game, and that what I expected this to be.

But it's not.
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Instead, there's a handful of weapons and tools, a handful of enemies, and a whole pile of powerups and upgrades which you
grind towards, and which you keep after death. So the game is not about learning clever systems, it's about grind. Grind for
currency loot until you level up some ability which is then permanent forevermore for all your characters.

That's the antithesis of a good roguelike. You don't make progress because of your knowledge of deep, detailed systems - you
make progress because you collected a whole lot of crap, over and over again, until your numbers got big enough.

And I hate the setting. And I hate the art style. Yes, I get it's a faithful reproduction of some kinds of comics, but it makes the
enemies look really janky, clicking between frames as they turn.

Which also impacts gameplay, because you can't tell that an enemy is turning - they are just static frames! Especially bad
because you need to sneak past enemies to conserve ammo.

It doesn't help that there's a white border around your view which always feels like it's impairing my peripheral vision and
situational awareness, even though I'm sure it makes a tiny difference.

And I think it looks plain ugly, to be honest. I've never liked comics rendered in this style, for the same reason. Obviously I
knew what it looked like before I bought it, and I'd have overlooked that because the gameplay elevator pitch sounded so good.
But, well, here we are, and it's icing on a bad cake.. 10\/10 - would ruin friendships again.
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